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To insert math equations in VULMS, following are the guidelines:-

1. User must install **Math Type** software to generate the various math equations.

2. Launch the **Math Type** and go to the **Preferences** Tab in menu bar and click on “Cut and Copy Preferences” and match the settings strictly as per given below screenshot and click “Ok”.
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Note: In previous versions of *Math Type*, go to *Preferences* Tab in menu bar and click on “Translators” and match strictly the settings as per given below screenshot and click “Ok”
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3. Now generate required math equation, and simply copy it by pressing (Ctrl+C), copy equations line by line in case of multiline equations. It will copy *Math Equation Script* instead of actual equations, if step 2 is properly followed.
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4. Click the $\sum$ icon (as shown in bellow figure) in Rich Text Box, which will open the window to write/paste the Math equations.

5. After copying Equation from Math Type, simply paste the equation script into Textbox in opened window, one may edit/rewrite the equation(s) as per need and press “OK” button to add said equations into Rich Text Box.